Press release

The seventh edition of Member´s Night
becomes a message of optimism about the
recovery of the sector


More than 150 members gathered on the Paseo Marítimo in Barcelona in a
festive atmosphere after two years of the pandemic

Link to pictures of the event: https://we.tl/t-1L566iIi7E
July 1, 2022.- The Corporate Association of Specialized Travel Agencies (ACAVE)
celebrated last Thursday night, June 30, at the Red Fish restaurant on the Barcelona beach,
the VII Member´s Night, with the assistance of more of 150 guests who enjoyed the annual
event of the sector in a festive and relaxed networking environment. The event had the
support and participation of Barcelona City Council, Qatar Airways, Qatar Tourism and ERGO.

Jordi Martí, president of ACAVe, was in charge of welcoming the attendees and in his
speech he highlighted: “With this Member's Night we want to convey a message of optimism
for the consolidation of the recovery of the sector. It is the first reunion of the associates in a
festive atmosphere after two years of the pandemic and I would like to thank all those who
have opted to continue being part of ACAVe, a highly professional entity that represents all
areas of the sector: vacation and corporate broadcasters, tour operators, incoming coastal and
city operators, and online and cruise agencies. Thank you for being there through the good
and the bad."
The event was attended by the Tourism Councilor of the Barcelona City Council, Mr. Xavier
Marcé, as well as with many other institutional representatives, as well as with many of the
associates and adhered members of ACAVe, who celebrated being able to meet again and
meet again in this festive setting after two years of pandemic.

About ACAVE
The Corporate Association of Specialized Travel Agencies (ACAVe) is the employers' association
for state-wide travel agencies based in Catalonia. ACAVe is the most representative
Association in Spain with approximately 450 associates and around 1.000 points of sale
throughout Spain. Agencies of different types are part of the Association: holiday and
corporate broadcasters, tour operators, coastal and city receptive, online and cruise agencies.
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